APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
Senior Management Programme 18 May – 12 June 2015
NUS Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy’s 10th annual Senior Management Programme (SMP)
is a four-week programme specially designed for senior executives and professionals in
government, non-profit organisations and corporate bodies. Participants will benefit from a
rigorous study of public policies, organisational change, public leadership and management, as
well as frameworks and tools for multi-stakeholder governance.

The SMP consists of three weeks of classroom lectures and presentations in Singapore
combined in 2015 with a week-long experiential learning trip to Japan.

By attending SMP, participants can expect to:
•
gain broader perspectives on complex public policy issues;
•
sharpen their analytical skills for multi-stakeholder settings;
•
acquire new strategic management and leadership abilities; and
•
join a unique network of global peers.

SMP alumni include senior public and private sector officers from Europe, Africa, Australia,
China, India, Singapore and South East Asia.

Applications are now open for interested individuals. Apply now to join us on this extraordinary
learning journey. Seats are limited. Application deadline is 17 April 2015.

TESTIMONIALS
“An inspiring programme like no other. Powerful speakers, friendly and helpful staff, soulsearching exchanges. All in all, a unique and enriching learning experience for equipping
myself for the challenges ahead.”
 Charmaine MOK (SMP Class of 2014), Chief Press Information Officer, Independent Commission Against Corruption, Hong Kong

“SMP’s structural learning environment in a great way to explore complex, contemporary
leadership challenges facing the public sector.”
 Nicholas COPPEL (SMP Class of 2014), Australian Ambassador to Myanmar

“Intense and informative; a terrific confluence of think-tank substance and real-world
pragmatism. Great quality of both instructors and participants, and superb administrative
efficacy too!”
 TAN Chih Sien, Kenneth (SMP Class of 2013), Assistant Chief Executive (Assessment), Media Development Authority, Singapore

“SMP is a gem – Stimulating lecturers, fresh perspectives on issues such as leaderships,
classmates with differing experiences and thought-provoking IMEX case-study.”
 CHUA Siew Lian, Florence (SMP Class of 2013), Deputy Director, Criminal Investigation Department, Singapore Police Force

“The programme has given me so much insight into organisational transformation and
government policy formulation that I cannot wait to go back and implement them.”
 Godfrey MUDANGA (SMP Class of 2012), Chief Executive Officer, Water Utilities Corporation, Botswana

LEARN MORE
For more information, please refer to the SMP 2015 Brochure (please click). Alternatively you
may visit the SMP website at http://lkyspp.nus.edu.sg/smp.

